Pro Race Tour Italy
EXPLORER
TREKTRAVEL.COM | 866-464-8735

PRO RACE TOUR ITALY
SAVOR THE EXCITEMENT OF ITALY'S LARGEST CYCLING
EVENT AND TREAT YOURSELF TO A WEEK OF INCREDIBLE
RIDING IN SIMPLY STUNNING SCENERY

Italy's biggest month-long stage race traverses the crags, countrysides and
climbs that make this country bellisima. It's a historical drama, packed with
action, played out in 21 stages. Join Trek Travel, and we'll take you straight
into its heart. Feel the passion of fans cheering as you climb the iconic (and
some say the toughest climb in Europe) Stelvio just hours before pros
battle on the same roads in pursuit of the pink jersey. Get VIP behind-thescenes access to talk cycling with the best and brightest from the TrekSegafredo team. Experience bustling excitement and pre-race jitters in the
departure village as you watch the pros warm-up. Ride the official race
courses, soak up the beauty of Prosecco region, and test your legs on the
famous and historic Monte Grappa, all while lavishing in first-class guide
support, warm Italian hospitality, exquisite cuisine, and charming familyowned chalets. Join us to discover why it’s called “the toughest race in the
world’s most beautiful place!” Book your trip with confidence »

From

Prices Coming Soon
Rider Type

Avid

Hotel Style

Explorer
Duration

Depends on Date
Start | End

Treviso, Italy | Tirano,
Italy
Dates

Dates Coming Soon

Our race trip was covered in the Washington Post. Read the Coverage»

TRIP WOWS
Experience this year's featured climbs just a few hours before the pros and ride on the official course of Stage 15
View the race on the top of Stelvio after you climb its famous 48 switchbacks just a few hours before the pros
Enjoy official VIP race access to the departure village of Stage 17 in Bassano del Grappa

Enjoy behind-the-scenes access to team Trek-Segafredo
Challenge yourself in the ascent of the legendary Monte Grappa

DAILY ITINERARY
2021

Day

Our 2021 itinerary will be coming after the official course announcement in November. Until then, place a deposit to hold
your spot.

2021
WHAT'S INCLUDED
For us, the details matter most
Every moment of a Trek Travel bike trip has more than you could have ever dreamed. More romance. More scenery. More choice.
It's the little additions to every Trek Travel cycling vacation that make it truly special. And that's how we help you create more
memories.

What's Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 nights of accommodation at handpicked hotels
Two experienced guides to provide local knowledge, support, and camaraderie
Daily route support with both guides and our support van
Daily breakfast, 6 lunches, and 5 dinners
2 social hours of drinks and hors d'oeuvres
Ride a Trek Domane SL 7 disc
Up to three daily route options on riding days
Snacks and drinks for each day's ride
Trek Travel Bontrager cycling jersey and socks to keep
Trek-Segafredo pro team kit to keep
Trek Travel water bottles to keep
Cinch sack day bag to keep
Each bike is equipped with a Garmin Edge 1030 GPS computer, flat pack, front and rear Bontrager Flare R lights, a Bontrager

saddle and pedals (Shimano clipless road pedals, Shimano clipless mountain pedals, caged or flat pedals)
• Bontrager WaveCel helmets
• All gratuities for drivers, local experts, and hospitality staff
• All luggage transfers and transportation during your trip
• A personalized digital photobook of your trip
• Entrance fees for all activities, private tours, and events

Gear
Trek Domane SL 7 disc carbon road bike with Shimano Di2 electronic shifting
Trek Travel Bontrager cycling jersey and socks to keep
Trek-Segafredo pro team kit to keep
Trek Travel water bottles to keep
Shimano clipless road pedals, Shimano clipless mountain pedals, caged or flat pedals
Bontrager WaveCel helmet
Bontrager men's and women's specific saddles
Bontrager front and rear Flare R lights and a flat pack
Garmin Edge 1030 GPS computer
Cinch sack day bag to keep
Upgrade your bike to include carbon wheels (+$200)
Coupon valued up to $500 off a new Trek Bicycle. Your coupon will be delivered via email prior to your trip.
For the most comfortable ride, you may choose to bring your own pedals, saddle, and helmet on the trip. Your guides will install
your gear on the first day during your bike fit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THANK YOUR GUIDES, BY TIPPING
Gratuities for your Trek Travel guides are not included in your trip price. We recommend tipping 7.5-10% of your trip price for the
guide team. Local currency is preferred and unless you want to tip separately, guides will divide tips amongst themselves. Please
tip your guides at your discretion, based on their level of professionalism, guest care, and service.

What’s Not Included
•
•
•
•
•

Airfare and transportation to and from the trip pick-up/drop-off locations
Lodging before and after the trip
Personal items purchased during the trip
Optional activities not scheduled by Trek Travel
On select trips some meals are not included. On these trips, Trek Travel invites you to explore the local cuisine at your leisure.

HOTELS

EUROHOTEL MANIAGO

BELVEDERO BONOTTO

HOTEL SALDUR

MANIAGO, ITALY

BASSANO DE GRAPPA, ITALY

SLUDERNO, ITALY

Surrounded by a centuries-old park
and near the town centre, this
charming hotel is ideal for cycling in
the area. The Ristorante Parco Vittoria
boasts a relaxed atmosphere and
excellent local cuisine.

This hotel, in a restored 15th-century
building, is just a stone’s throw from
the main square of Bassano, with
history that dates back to 1404. It is a
perfect blend of tradition and
modernity with a comfortable and
elegant atmosphere.

The Hotel Saldur is located at the
northern tip of Stelvio National Park,
right on the foot of the Stelvio climb.
This family-run hotel with a typical
Tyrolean atmosphere offers a spa
area with sauna, Turkish bath, hot tub,
and indoor pool.

HOTEL BAGNI NUOVI
BORMIO, ITALY

Ideally located in the Stelvio National

Park and featuring inviting rooms
decorated in the Art Nouveau style,
and with thermal waters of 2,000 yearold ancient Roman baths, the Grand
Hotel Bagni Nuovi is the perfect place
to relax after a day of cycling.

MEETING &
DEPARTING
How To Get There

Meeting Time And Location

We suggest that you arrive at least
one day prior to the trip start, which
will enable you to adjust to the time
zone and minimize the risk of
missing the trip start due to flightrelated delays. We recommend that
you fly into Venice Marco Polo
Airport (VCE) and then take a train
from Venezia Santa Lucia to Treviso
Centrale train station, which leaves
every hour and takes about 30
minutes. The schedule and tickets
can be found on
www.thetrainline.com. Alternatively,
you can fly into Treviso Airport (TSF)
which is mainly used by low-cost
European carriers.

Your Trek Travel guides will meet you at the Treviso Centrale train station at 11:00
AM on the first day of the trip. The adventure begins with a scenic 90-minute
shuttle to the Friuli region in northeast Italy, bordering Austria, Slovenia, and the
Adriatic Sea. You’ll arrive at a picturesque spot perfect to enjoy a light, local lunch.

Departing Time And Location
You’ll say farewell to your guides at 11:00 AM at the hotel Bagni Nuovi and then
shuttle 45 minutes to the Tirano Train station. It's two hours from here to Milan
where there are easy connections to all major Italian cities. For further information
please see www.TrenItalia.com. Please allow adequate connection time for any
ongoing travel to accommodate possible traffic delays.

OLTRE IL GIARDINO

Before: Venice, Italy
Whether you’ve never been to Venice
or have been there 20 times, there’s
always something new to discover.
Indeed, even the most seasoned
visitors get lost in the city’s
labyrinthine network of islands,
bridges, pedestrian alleys, and
canals. And therein lies the beauty of
the destination: afternoons spent
wandering from palace to piazza,
exploring the small art museums,
shopping the stalls that line the
streets, and encountering a fresh side
of Venice, a fascinating
amalgamation of influences—
Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman, and
Italian—every time you round a
corner. The UNESCO World Heritage
site comprises the city of Venice and
its lagoon situated in the Veneto
Region of Northeast Italy. Founded in
the fifth century and spread over 118
small islands, Venice became a
major maritime power in the 10th
century. The whole city is an
extraordinary architectural
masterpiece in which even the
smallest building contains works by

The house, which once belonged to Alma Mahler, the composer’s widow who lived
there in the 1920s, lies next to a small canal just a stone’s throw from the Church
of the Frari and has now been turned into an exclusive but home-like retreat. This
enchanting place in the heart of Venice offers something unique to those visiting
the city.
www.OltreIlGiardino-Venezia.com
HOTEL ANTICHE FIGURE

This quaint hotel occupies a fabulous 15th-century palazzo overlooking Venice’s
Grand Canal, adjacent to an ancient Gondola workshop. The hotel takes its name
from the Renaissance frescos that once adorned its façade. This historic setting
provides the perfect venue from which to explore and to experience the true
Venice and the perpetual dialogue between present and past, ancient and modern.
Conveniently located across from the railway station and water taxis, it’s also
within walking distance to most points of interest.
www.HotelAnticheFigure.it
HOTEL DÒNA PALACE

In the romantic atmosphere of the Bacino Orseolo, you’ll discover this charming
boutique hotel, Hotel Dòna Palace, luxury accommodation with refreshingly
intimate quiet ambiance only steps away from St. Marks Square overlooking a
canal.
www.donapalace.it/en

some of the world’s greatest artists.
We recommend the following
accommodations for your pre and
post-trip hotel:

HOTEL REGINA

After: Milan, Italy

A small hotel with individually decorated rooms, this four-star hotel has a private
interior garden and plenty of charm to add to your enjoyment of Milan.

A lot can be said and written about
Milan. A town of ancient origins,
founded by the Celts and conquered
by the Romans, it saw its splendor
increase during the Renaissance
when the Visconti family first, and
then the Sforza, ruled the city. During
this period, the magnificent gothic
Duomo was built, and artists like
Leonardo da Vinci and Bramante
came to work in the city, leaving
great masterpieces like the
“Cenacolo di Leonardo.” During the
Austrian imperial dynasty of the
Hapsburgs, the world-renowned
Scala Theatre was created and
instantly became the fulcrum of the
artistic life of the town. Milan is also
an international capital of fashion
and design, with a very lively cultural
scene. Major theaters and the
hundreds of art galleries and events
cause visitors to think that Milan
never sleeps. We recommend the
following accommodations for your
post-trip hotel:

www.hotelregina.it
HOTEL GRAN DUCA DI YORK

The Gran Duca di York is a newly renovated, comfortable, and romantic hotel in
an 18th-century building. Its central location makes this three-star hotel an
excellent choice from which to enjoy Milan.
www.DucaDiYork.com
HOTEL BERNA

A well-located 4-star hotel within a five-minute walk to the central station and
airport shuttles, Hotel Berna has been recently renovated and makes for a
convenient stay before flying home.
www.HotelBerna.com

* Hotels listed above are local properties we love. We do not have special rates available.

FAQS
What Are The Daily Rides
Like?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rider Type | 4 - Avid
Average Daily Mileage | 49
Terrain | Hilly
Average Daily Elevation | 5,765 feet
Total Miles | 291
Total Elevation | 3,460 feet

Averages and totals are calculated
from our "Avid Ride" options.
The terrain is challenging, with steep
climbs, stunning views, followed by
long descents. See the itinerary for
specific daily ride distance and
elevation options. Our Pro Race Tour
Italy in the Italian Alps is best suited
for our Type 4 Riders. Our Trek Travel
guides can also easily accommodate
Type 3 Riders, who seek less mileage

What are the options for a non-rider travel companion?
This destination is best suited to guests who want to cycle every day. Because of
the terrain and/or remoteness of the hotels and riding routes, there are few, if any,
non-riding options available. If a non-rider wants to accompany a rider guest on
this trip, they would need to spend many hours in the van and/or at the hotels on
the trip. Due to this, we strongly discourage non-riders from this destination. As an
alternative, call a Trek Travel Trip Consultant at 866.464.8735 for trip suggestions
where more non-rider activities are available, such as:
• Tuscany Luxury
• Dolomites Multisport
• Piedmont

Trip Changes
See the itinerary for specific daily ride distances and elevation options. On all of
our vacations, Trek Travel strives to find quiet, paved secondary roads or bike
paths to experience a region; busy roads are avoided as much as possible. Our
itineraries are an approximation of our trips. Trek Travel strives to offer every
guest a vacation of a lifetime on every trip. At times, routes, hotels, activities, etc.

or fewer uphills, with a boost in the
van.

listed here may change at the discretion of the trip designer or guides to improve
the trip experience.

